Abstract. Using the Mountain Pass Theorem, we establish the existence of periodic solution for Euler-Lagrange equation. Lagrangian consists of kinetic part (an anisotropic G-function), potential part K − W and a forcing term. We consider two situations: G satisfying ∆2∩∇2 in infinity and globally. We give conditions on the growth of the potential near zero for both situations.
Introduction
We consider the second order system
t, u(t),u(t)) = L x (t, u(t),u(t)) for a.e. t ∈ [−T, T ] u(−T ) = u(T )
where L : [−T, T ] × R N × R N → R is given by L(t, x, v) = G(v) + V (t, x) + f (t), x .
We assume that G is a differentiable G-function and V satisfies suitable growth conditions. If G(v) = 1 p |v| p then the equation (ELT) reduces to p-laplacian. More general case is G(v) = φ(|v|), where φ is convex and nonnegative. In the above cases, G depends on norm |v| and its growth is the same in all directions (isotropic). In this paper we consider the situation when the growth of G is different in different directions (anisotropic) e.g. G(x, y) = |x| p + |y| q .
Existence of periodic solutions for the problem (ELT) was investigated in many papers, e.g.: [1] (anisotropic case), [2] (isotropic case), [3] ((p, q)-laplacian), [4, 5] (p-laplacian), [6] (laplacian) and many others. This paper is motivated by [7, 8, 9] , where the existence of homoclinic solution of d dt L v (t, u(t),u(t)) = L x (t, u(t),u(t)) is investigated (see also [10, 11] ). In all these papers an intermediate step is to show, using the Mountain Pass Theorem, that corresponding periodic problem has a solution.
We want to adapt methods from [7] to anisotropic Orlicz-Sobolev space setting. It turns out, that the Mountain pass geometry of action functional is strongly depended on Simonenko indices p G and q G (see section 2). To show that the action functional satisfies the Palais-Smale condition we need index q ∞ G . Similar observation can be found in [12, 13, 14, 15] where the existence of elliptic systems via the Mountain Pass Theorem is considered. In [13] authors deal with an anisotropic problem. The isotropic case is considered in [12, 14, 15] .
We assume that:
Assumption (A 3 ), (A 4 ) and (A 5 ) are essential for the Mountain Pass Theorem. We need (A 3 ) to show that there exists α > 0 such that functional
is greater than α on the boundary of some ball (see lemma 3.4). To do this we need to control behavior of V near zero. Condition (A 4 ) allows us to control the growth of V at infinity. The first condition, together with (A 5 ), is used to show that functional satisfies the Palais-Smale condition. The latter condition is used to show that potential is negative far from zero. Assumption (A 5 ) is a modification of the well known Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz condition.
Let us denote by
Now we can formulate our main results.
. Assume that G satisfies ∆ 2 and ∇ 2 globally, and
Then (ELT) posses the periodic solution.
The assumption that G satisfies ∆ 2 and ∇ 2 globally can be relaxed if we assume that ρ ≥ 2 but in this case wee need stronger assumption on f .
Theorem 1.1 generalizes Lemma 3.1 from [7] . Actually, assumption (1) has the same form as (H 5 ) in [7] , since in p-laplacian case 
G is differentiable G-function satisfying ∆ 2 and ∇ 2 globally. Here
On the other hand K does not satisfy assumption (H 1 ) and W does not satisfy assumption (H 2 ) from [7] .
The next example shows that our results generalize Lemma 7 from [8] .
where F is convex function satisfying ∆ 2 globally, G ≺≺ F , the functions a(t), b(t) are continuously differentiable, strictly positive, even on R, 0 < a ≤ a(t) ≤ A, 0 < b ≤ b(t) ≤ B, ta ′ (t) > 0 for t = 0 and tb ′ (t) < 0 for t = 0 satisfies conditions (A 2 )-(A 7 ). Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 assert the existence of periodic solutions of
which is a generalization of the problem (2) from [8] .
Some facts about G-functions and Orlicz-Sobolev spaces
• G satisfies ∆ 2 (resp. ∇ 2 ) globally if
If G does not satisfy ∆ 2 globally, then it could decrease very fast near zero. Function
satisfies ∆ 2 but does not satisfy ∆ 2 globally. For more details about ∆ 2 condition in case of N-function we refer the reader to [16] . Since G is differentiable and convex,
As an immediate consequence of definition we have the Fenchel inequality:
Now we briefly recall a notion of anisotropic Orlicz space. For more details we refer the reader to [17] and [18] . The Orlicz space associated with G is defined to be
The space L G equipped with the Luxemburg norm
is a reflexive Banach space. We have the Hölder inequality
an anisotropic Orlicz-Sobolev space of periodic vector valued functions with norm
We will also consider an equivalent norm given by
The following proposition will be crucial to Lemma 3.4.
The proof for isotropic case can be found in [19, Proposition 9, p.177] it remains the same for anisotropic case.
Functional 
Define the Simonenko indices for G-function
It is obvious that p G ≤ q ∞ G ≤ q G . Moreover, since G satisfies ∆ 2 and ∇ 2 , 1 < p G and q G < ∞. The following results is crucial to Lemma 3.4.
. The proof can be found in appendix. More information about indices for isotropic case can be found in [21] , [22] and [12] . For relations between Luxemburg norm and modular for anisotropic spaces we refer the reader to [18, Examples 3.8 and 3.9].
For, respectively, continuous and compact embeddings we will use the symbols ֒→ and ֒→֒→. By C E,F we will denote the embedding constant for
The relation ≺ allows to compare growth rate of functions G 1 and G 2 . It is well known that if
The following proposition will be used in the proof of Lemma 3.2.
From Hölder's inequality and embedding
Proof of the main results
From (A 1 ), (A 2 ) and [18, Thm. 5.5]) we have J ∈ C 1 and
It is standard to prove that critical points of J are solutions of (ELT). Our proof is based on well-known Mountain Pass Theorem (see [23] ]).
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a real Banach space and I ∈ C 1 (X, R) satisfies the following conditions:
I satisfies Palais-Smale condition, (3) there exist ρ > 0, e ∈ X such that e X > ρ and I(e) < 0, It remains to prove that J satisfies all the assumptions of the Mountain Pass Theorem. We divide the proof into sequence of lemmas.
Lemma 3.2. J satisfies the Palais-Smale condition, i.e. every sequence
Proof. From (A 5 ) and (J ′ ) we get
From the definition of the functional we obtain
Applying (5), the Hölder inequality and (A 7 ) we have
where
where C ∇ G = sup |x|<M 2 T M ∇G(x). Applying (8) we can rewrite (6) as
By Proposition 2.4 we obtain (10)
for any q such that G ≺ | · | q . Finally, applying (10) to (9) we obtain
G will be a Palais-Smale sequence for J . There exist (11) and by (12) we obtain
where C ′ , C ′′ are suitable constants independent of n. We show that {u n } is bounded. On the contrary, suppose that there exists a subsequence of u n (still denoted u n ) such that u n W 1 L G → ∞. Consider three cases.
(
Therefore, in view of (13)
and hence pointwise a.e.
Since {u n } is a Palais-Smale sequence, we have
From (3) we obtain
On the other hand, by Fatou's Theorem we have
Combining these inequalities we get that
Since norm convergence is equivalent to modular convergence,u n →u in L G .
We next prove that J is negative for some point outside B ρ (0).
G > ρ and J (e) < 0. Proof. By assumption (A 4 ), there exist ε 0 , r > 0 such that
which gives
Direct computation showṡ
Since e L ∞ = ξ > T + 1 and ė L ∞ = ξ/(T + 1) > 1, we can choose ξ such that both (14) and e W 1 L G ≥ ρ hold. From (J ), the Fenchel inequality and (14) we have
Choosing ξ large enough we get
In order to show that J satisfies the fourth assumption of Mountain Pass Theorem, we first provide some estimates for
If ∆ 2 and ∇ 2 are satisfied globally then we can use Proposition 2.3 to estimate R G (u) + R G (u) from below by (ρ/2) r , r > 1, for any ρ > 0. If G does not satisfies ∆ 2 and ∇ 2 globally then we cannot use Proposition 2.3 (for explanation see Remark A.2). In this case we use equivalent norm and Proposition 2.1 but we obtain only that R G (u) + R G (u) ≥ ρ/2. Moreover, we are forced to assume ρ > 2.
Let
Assuming that G satisfies ∆ 2 an ∇ 2 globally we get by Proposition 2.3 the following estimates:
From the other hand, proposition 2.1 furnishes the bound inf λ > 0 :
and consequetly, Proof. From the definition of ρ and embedding
. From (A 3 ) and the Fenchel inequality we obtain (15), (16) and (17) yields
If ρ > 2, then by (16) , (17) and (18) we get
From (1) it follows that in both cases α > 0. Assume that (2) holds. From (19) we obtain
From (2) we have α > 0. 
|v| → ∞ as |v| → ∞, we obtain |u(t)| is bounded.
Remark 3.7. Theorem 1.1 remains true if we change assumption (1) to
Estimate in the first case is better than (1) but it is taken on smaller set. In the second case estimate is the same as in (1) but can be taken on bigger set. Assume that G satisfies ∇ 2 globally. It is easy to show that G * satisfies ∆ 2 globally with K * 1 = 2K 2 . Since G ∈ C 1 , we have
Let y ∈ R N and s ∈ ∂G * (y). Since G * satisfies ∆ 2 globally, we have K * 1 G * (y) ≥ G * (2y) ≥ G * (2y) − G * (y) ≥ s, y for all y ∈ R N Let x ∈ R N . Then x ∈ ∂G * (∇G(x)) and G(x) + G * (∇G(x)) = x, ∇G(x) . It follows that
Since K 2 > 1, we have
2K 2 −1 > 1 and from (21) we obtain p G > 1 and q G < ∞.
For any x ∈ R N and λ ≥ 1 we have
Similarly, we show
Proof. For any 0 < β < u L G < 1 we have R G u β ≥ 1. From (22) we obtain that G x β ≤ 1 β q G G(x) for all x ∈ R N . Hence
Then from (23) we obtain that G(x) ≥ β p G G x β for all x ∈ R N . Hence
Remark A.2. If G satisfies ∆ 2 and ∇ 2 (not globally), estimations similar to (22) and (23) can be obtained for sufficiently large |x|. However, even if u L G is large it does not necessarily mean that |u(t)|. Hence we cannot use these estimates to obtain result similar to Lemma A.1.
